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Address Gutal Trading Est. 
Suite 17 
BMTC Bldg. 2nd Floor 
12881 Deira, Dubai

Country United Arab Emirates UAE

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Gutal Trading was established in 1982 to cater to the glass, aluminum and accessories requirement of the construction industry. We have been active
in the market for over 40 years and catering to all over the Gulf Countries.

We are the exclusive agents for AGC Glass Europe Sales SA/NV (previously known as Glaverbel S.A) Belgium, who is one of the largest glass
manufacturers in the world. We represent them in the UAE, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain and Oman.

AGC Glass Europe Sales SA/NV offers a wide range of glass solutions that meet architects' needs when it comes to designing, planning and
constructing commercial buildings: choose from high-end vision glazing, decorative or energy producing glass for spandrels, fitting systems and many
more.

Depending on the scope of application- External Glazing requirements to Glass partitions and Interior Décor, we are responsible for catering state-of-
the art, high-quality AGC Architectural glass products/solutions, ranging extensively from basic float glass to high performance coated Belgian Glass.

We also represent the following companies in the Middle east, namely:

1. Bohle A.G. Germany (Glass Tools)

2. Top Cuscinetti, Italy (Door Closers)

3. Putsch Meniconi, Italy (Diamond Cutting blades)

4. Leitz GmbH & Co. KG, Austria (Circular Saw Blades and drill bits)
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